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Suppose f o 9’ and z, is a partition of unity on Iw, subordinated to the family of 
intervals (v - 1, v  + 1 ), VE 2. Let H denote the convolution with the principal value 
of l/nx. The Hilbert transform H,f of f is defined as a series of the form 
1, xmc"'H(avf/fmcr)) where (I = {m(v)}, v  E 2, is an adequate sequence of integers. 
In this paper, we prove that H, is continuous in 9’. We also establish the inversion 
formula H,, H,,f = -f + S where 0,. a2 are suitable sequences and S is a con- 
vergent power series in R. @z I!291 Acadcmlc Press. Inc. 
INTRODUCTION 
Suppose f l 9'. Let rV, VEZ, be a partition of unity on R subordinated 
tothefamilyofintervalsI,=]v-1,v+1[,v~Z.Ifa={m(v)},v~Z,isan 
adequate sequence of integers, the Hilbert transform H,f; relative to cr, is 
defined, as in [2], by a distributional series of the form 
where 5 = Z IyI s 2 a, and H(.)=po(l/nx)* (.). 
In this paper, we prove that H, is sequentially continuous from 9’ 
into 9’ (Theorem 1). We also establish the inversion formula H,, H,, f = 
-f + S, where S is a convergent power series in R whose coefficients 
depend on cr,, u2 (Theorem 2). The proof of the latter result utilizes two 
local properties of the Hilbert transform which are proved in Section 3 and 
may be of independent interest. The first one (Proposition 1) is a local 
inversion formula for the Hilbert transform of smoothly truncated distribu- 
tions. The second one (Proposition 2) is a property of local analyticity of 
distributions defined by some commutators involving power series and 
distributions with compact support. 
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Our approach, in this paper, is different from that of M. Orton in [5] 
where an extensive treatment of the Hilbert transform in 9’ was developed 
in the context of the boundary values of analytic functions in C\R. Our 
method here consists in studying some local and global properties of the 
distributions ~“‘H(a~f/~~), m E N. We next show how these lead to the 
announced results when the involved sequences d are suitably chosen. Our 
approach is thus constructive in the sense that the Hilbert transforms 
under consideration are concrete elements of 9 which may be dealt with 
directly. 
I. NOTATION, DEFINITIONS, PRELIMINARY LEMMAS 
We use the symbols I’,=]-r, +r[, D,= {ze@:(z( <r], O<r< cc, and 
Zv=]v- 1, v+ I[, VEZ. 
In the whole paper, ~1, denotes a partition of unity on R, subordinated 
to the intervals I,., v E Z. 
The closure of a set E of R (resp. C) is noted E. 
Power series of the form h(x) = xpXO akxk will also be considered. If h 
is convergent in V, (resp. in W), we write h E X( V,) (resp. h E X(R)). 
Let U be an open interval of R. The spaces g(U), b( I!/), g’(U), R’( CJ) 
are defined as usual (see [3,4,6,7] for instance). When II = R, we use the 
abbreviations Q,8, Q’, 8’. 
Some distributions will at times be considered locally. If SE 9’ and if 
there exists h E L,‘,(U) such that 
CL cp > = I,: h(x) v(x) dx vcp E G(U), 
we say that f is equal to h in U and write f = h in U. If h E A?( V,) (resp. 
h~3t?(R)), we also write f EX(V,) (resp.f fz.X?(R)). 
The Hilbert transform Hf of f E Lp, 1 <p< CC, is defined almost 
everywhere by 
If gEQ’, its Hilbert transform, also noted Hg, is the convolution 
Hg = g * pu( l/xx). The support of g E 8’ will be denoted by supp g. 
The distributions of the form xmH(a,, f/t'"), where x,.. v E 2, is a partition 
of unity as defined above, play an important role in the sequel. The 
following lemmas will, in particular, be needed (for the proofs, see [2, 
Lemma 1.3 and (ii), p. 2391). 
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LEMMA 1. If a E 9, if the support of a is disjoint from the origin, and if 
f E W, then 
x”H(af/t”) = H(af) + P, - , , m2 1, 
P,-,(x)= f x’- ‘A4 .,(af) 
/=I 
and M ,(af) = (I/n)(af/tj, 1). 
LEMMA 2. Let f E g’. Then for each v E 2, [VI > 2, 
Wa,,f/t”) = (r,(t)L llCnt”(x - t)l> 
in V,,, - , . 
We now introduce the main notation, definitions, and remarks regarding 
the Hilbert transform of arbitrary distributions. 
Let #,(t, x) =x”/[nt”(x- t)], m E N. For each VEZ, [VI > 2, there 
exists C,. > 0, J, > 0 such that, for every x E V,- 2 and all m, 
(2) 
A simple calculation shows that for all sufliciently large values of m, 
sup ~.Jll/,( ., x)1 < 4. .m’V~Jrn9 
1x1 s IYI - 2 
(3) 
for some 9, < 1 and some constant a,. (cf. [2, Proof of Theorem l(i)]). 
Suppose L is a positive constant independent of v. For each fixed v E Z, 
Iv/ > 2, the right side of the previous inequality tends to zero as m tends to 
infinity. We can thus find m(v) E N such that 
C”. SUP p,,($,(.,x))<L.2-’ 
1’1 s IYI - 2 
whenever s > m(v). The same estimate also holds for the complex variable 
extensions p,,($,( ., z)) when z E 6,,, _ 2. This is due to the fact that the 
suprema over D,,, _ 2 of these extensions are attained at one of the end 
points of the interval [ -( Iv( - 2), [VI - 23. Using this remark and 
inequality (2), we obtain, when m(v) is chosen as above, 
sup I(a,f, $.9(-9z)>l <L.2-’ 
lil s IYI - 2 
(A,) 
whenever s > m(v). 
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By what precedes, we can introduce the following definition which will 
be systematically used in the sequel: 
DEFINITION 1 (Condition A[f]). Let f~ 9’. Suppose 0 = {m(v)}, 
v E Z, (vi > 2 is a sequence of integers m(v) such that, for each v, condition 
(A,) is satisfied with some constant L independent of v. Then, we say that 
CT satisfies condition A[f]. For short, we write r7 E A[f]. 
If j’, ~9’, 1;~5?‘, we write (TE A[f,] n A[.f,] when cr satisfies both 
conditions A[f,], A[fi]. In this case, we also have UE A[f, +.fi] and 
UE A[iji] for i.rzR, i= 1, 2. 
We can now define the Hilbert transform of any distribution. 
DEFINITION 2 (Hilbert Transforms in 9’). If f E 9’ and 0 E A[f], the 
Hilbert transform of J relative to u, is the distributional series H,~E 8’ 
defined by 
H,f= H((f) + C xm”‘H(a,.f!t”““) 
IYI > 2 
(4) 
Remark 1. The above definition naturally extends the definition of the 
Hilbert transform of distributions with compact support. Indeed, suppose 
go 8’. Then, for any choice of r~, H, g reduces to a finite sum. Therefore, 
one can find a constant L, independent of v, such that, for each Iv( > 2, 
condition (A,) be satisfied with m(v) = 0. With this choice, H, g reduces to 
a sum of the form &< h’ H(a, g), that is, to Hg. 
Remark 2. If f, E 9, f2 E ?&I, and if cr E A[f,] n A[f2], then 
H,(f, +f2) = H,f, + Hof2 and H,,[Af,] = l.H,[.f,] for all 1. E R. 
Remark 3. Suppose f and 0 are as in Definition 2. Let N > 2. Then, 
c xm’V’ H(a, f/t'"'"')eZ'(VN .2). I 1 I> N 
Indeed, by Lemma 2, each term of the above series is equal to 
xmfV)( a,J l/[rrtm(“)(x - t)] ). This last expression belongs to X( V,V _ *) 
when [VI > N. Since each m(v) satisfies the corresponding condition (A,), 
the modulus of the complex variable extension of each term is thus 
uniformly bounded by L 2 ” in D,,, _ 2. This yields the announced result for 
the series under consideration. 
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2. CONTINUITY OF THE HILBERT TRANSFORM 
THEOREM 1. Suppose f E W, fk E Wfor every k E N. If fk tends to f in the 
topology of 9’ as k + co, then 
(a) there exists a sequence CT = {m(v)}, v c 2, Iv1 > 2 which satisfies 
conditions A [f ] and A [f,.] for all k E N; 
(b) for any sequence u of this type, 
lim Hofk= H,f in 9. 
k-x 
ProoJ: (a) Let VEZ, lv1>2. The set 
{Bx.,(t)=~,(t)-$,(t, x):lxl G I4 -2, rnE N} 
is bounded in 9. This can be verified by using estimates of the form (3). 
Suppose now that fk tends to zero in 9, i.e., f = 0. The limit, as k -+ CO, 
of 
sup I(c%fk, 1/1,(., x))l 
1x1 <14 - 2 
m.zN 
is then zero. Consequently, if L is a given constant, there exists 
K = K(v) E N such that the above expression is less than L 2 - “, for every 
k > K. On the other hand, for each k < K, one can find mk(v) E N such that 
sup l(avfk7 (I/A., x)>l <L 2-’ (5) 
IXl< IYI - 2 
whenever s B mk( v). Taking m(v) = sup, G K { mk( v) 1 and using the uniform 
boundedness property previously obtained for k > K, we see that (5) is true 
for all k E N, whenever s 2 m(v). 
Applying the same argument for each v E 2, ) VI > 2, we can construct a 
sequence r~ = {m(v)} which satisfies condition A[fk] for all k E N. This 
proves assertion (a) in the case f = 0. 
Suppose lim, _ a, fk = S in 9’. There exists 6, E A[f 1. By what precedes, 
there also exists u2 E A[fk -f J for all k E N. Owing to the decomposition 
fk=f+(fk-f), one can find a sequence o satisfying A[fk] for all k E N, 
with some constant L independent of k. Part (a) of the theorem is thus 
proved. 
(b) By the linearity of Ho/ (cf. Remark 2), it suffices to prove the 
limit property in the case f= 0. 
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Suppose fk E 5+“, lim, _ x. fk = 0 in 53 ‘ and 0 is as in (a) above. Let E > 0, 
cp E .g, and write Hnfk in the form 
H, fk = H(&) + c .P’(v’H(rv fk/P”“) + T, fk. 
2 < Iv/ < *v 
where 5 = & c 2 xr. Using Lemma 2, we can choose N, independent of k, 
such that S = supp cp c V,v. , and 
sup I T,fk(x)l < c sup Ixmc~)H(r,,fk!lm’“‘)( <c 
1 c s ,Y, , iv Y:t s 
for all k E N. 
Since tfk and cxVfk/tm(v) tend to zero in R’, their Hilbert transforms tend 
to zero in 9’. Therefore 
limsupI(H,f,,cp))=limsupI(T,f,,cp)I<c.c. 
k * x k -.x 
This completes the proof since E > 0 and cp E ?k are arbitrary. 
3. INVERSION PROPERTIES 
We first establish a local inversion formula for the Hilbert transforms of 
smoothly truncated distributions. To this end, we recall hereafter some 
preliminary facts concerning the Hilbert transform in 5?!;,~. For the details, 
we refer to [ 1, pp. 75-793 (see also [6, p. 2591). 
(i) If g E ~Lz, the convolution g * (l/xx) exists as an extension of the 
Hilbert transform of compactly supported distributions. 
This convolution, also denoted by Hg, belongs to $,I. Moreover, 
H2g= -g. 
(ii) Let U be an open interval of R’ and g E 9;~. Suppose g = 0 in c’. 
i.e., (g, cp ) = 0 for all cp E 3 such that supp cp c CJ. Then, Hg E Y( U). 
PROPOSITION 1 (Local Inversion Formula). Suppose 5, E 9%. l,(x) = 1 in 
some open interval U, of R, i = 1, 2. If f E 9”, (hen 
H(t,H(t,f))= -t,f +A in Uz, 
where h E A“( CJ,). 
Proof. Define h~i@’ by h=t,f+H(c,H({,f)). Using property (i) 
above, we easily see that h E 9;~. Consequently, Hh E 54i.2 and 
Hh=H(t,f)-t,H(<,f). 
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Therefore, Hh =0 in U, and by property (ii) above, this implies 
H(Hh)ExyU,). 
Since H( Hh) = -II, Proposition 3 is proved. 
PROPOSITION 2 (Local Analyticity of Some Commutators). Let V, = 
l-r, +r[, 0 < r < cc. Suppose h(x) = C&aakxk E X(V,), g E b’, and 
supp g c V,. Define H(hg) by H(hg) = H(l.hg) where % E 9( V,), l(x) = 1 in 
a neighborhood of the support of g. Then, hHg - H(hg) E X( V,). Explicitly, 
h&-H(k)= f X’ f ‘J+.<+, M,(g) 
J=o s=O 
(6) 
in V, where M,(g) = (l/x)( g, r.‘>. 
Proof: By Lemma 1.4 of [2], we have, for k 2 1, 
k-l 
H(xkg) =xkHg- 1 xk -’ .‘M,(g). 
J=o 
Thus, if s,(x) = I,“=, akxk, we obtain 
S,vHg-WS,vg)= : 
k- I 
k ,ak c xk-'-'Mj(g) 
j=O 
where 
P,(x)= i xv-‘M,(g). 
J=o 
Suppose 0 < p < r and supp g c Vy . There exists C > 0, p E N such that, 
for all j E N, 
IMj(s)l <C i sup JD”(r’)l. 
z=o IflGP 
Since D”(rj) = 0 whenever r > j, this yields 
Id(J.P) . 
IMj(g)l <C C i P’ ‘, 
a=0 0 
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Therefore the complex variable extension P,(z) of P, satisfies 
sup (P,(z)( < c i p’ ’ 
mf( j. pl 
.i 
c 0 
p’ x. 
121 c I’ , .T 0 1 - 0 ,a- 
Whenever q > p + 1, the right side is majorized by 
The first double sum is of the form $(p). py + ’ where $(p) depends on 
p and p but not on q. The second one can successively be written and 
majorized as 
=c i (q-p)q(q- l)...(q-a+ l)py-3 
1 = 0 
Consequently, for q 2 p + 1, 
sup IP,(z)(<+(p).py+‘+c f: lF+‘(p~+‘). 
I.1 s Y XL0 
From this estimate it follows that the series x:,“= o uy + , P,(z) is absolutely 
and uniformly convergent on any disk 6,, c D,. Therefore, 
lim [S,Hg-H(S,g)]=GE.%?(V,). 
M - T. 
Also note that this limit holds in the sense of 9’(R) and, in particular, in 
the sense of 9’( V,). 
We must now show that G = h Hg - H(hg) in V,. To this end, ‘remark 
that, for every cp E 9( V,), 
<H(S.v g). cp > = (Ho.S, RI, cp > 
= - (JS,g, fb) 
= -(g, ASjvHq), 
where i.E9( k’,), n(x) = 1 in a neighborhood of the support *of g. Since 
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ZQ~b(lw) and IS,.Hq tends to Ah.Hcp in the sense of&‘(R), as N-+cc, 
it follows that 
lim (H(S,g),cp)= -(g,i.h.Hcp) 
N-cc 
= (Ho.k), cp > 
for every cp cs 9( V,), i.e., lim, _ 3. H(S, g) = H(hg) in .9’( V,). On the other 
hand, it is easily seen that lim,, 3c S, . Hg = h . Hg in a’( V,). This yields 
the required equality for G. 
Proposition 2 is thus proved, since identity (6) results from the allowed 
rearrangement of h Hg - H(hg) = xF= 0 a,, + , P, as a convergent power 
series in V,. 
THEOREM 2. Suppose f E 9’. Zf 0, E A [f ] and cr2 E A [H,, f 1, then 
H,,H,,f= -f + S, 
where SE X(R). 
Proof: Let r, = Cl”, Gs, ~1, and U, = V,, *, s, E N, si > 2. Further restric- 
tions on the choice of si will be required later and introduced when needed. 
We can write 
where 
H,,f = W5,f) + T,f, 
T, f = 1 [xm(“) H(~vf/~“? - H(r,f )I 
2 < IYI <.r, 
+c x’“(“)H(a, f/P”“)) 
IYI >5, 
and 0, = {m(v)}, (VI >2. 
By Lemma 1, the first sum is a polynomial. In view of Remark 3, the 
second one belongs to .%‘( (I, ). Hence, T, f E A?( (I, ). 
Similarly, 
where 
H,,H,,f = W52. H,,f) + T,(H,,f ), 
T,(H,,f) E JUT,). 
Using the previous decomposition of H,,j; we obtain 
H,,H,,f = H(t,H(t,f ))+ H(t2. T,f) + T,(H,,f ). 
Proposition 1, applied to the first term of this sum, yields 
H(tzH(t,f))= -5,f +h in U2, where h E A?( V,). 
(7) 
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In order to apply Proposition 2 to H(cz. T,J), we choose 5,) t2 (i.e., 
s, , s2) such that supp t2 c U,. Then, by Proposition 2, 
Denoting by x the characteristic function of U,, we have 
H<,= Hz + H(<,- 1). Since c2(x) is equal to one in WI, the function 
(t2 - x) vanishes in U, and, consequently, H(&j, - z) E X( U,). 
On the other hand, Hz = (l/x) log[(u- .~)/(a+ s)] in L’?, where 
a = s2 - 2. Thus, HI E X’( U,) too. 
From what precedes, it then follows that H[, belongs to .X( U,). 
Therefore, H(tz. T,f) E Z’( Uz) because U, c supp rz c 0,. 
Gathering all the information we now have concerning the right side of 
(7), we get 
H,?H,,f= -<,f+S= -f+S in li,, 
where SE JV( U,). Since Uz is arbitrarily large and U, can be chosen such 
that U2 t supp <I c U, , the above inversion formula is also valid in R with 
SE X(R). This ends the proof of Theorem 2. 
Remark 4. The method used to prove Theorem 2 provides a short 
proof of the following known property [2, Proposition 2.31: 
IfhEX’(R)andaEA[/],then H,,heX’(aB). 
Indeed, let s > 2, p = & C ,~ a,, U= V,Y-,.Then. H,h=H(ph)+ Th, with 
Th E X’(U). By Proposition 2, [ H(ph) - h Hp] E X’( DB). Since Hp E S(U) 
(see the Proof of Theorem 2), this yields H(ph) E X(U) and, consequently, 
H, h E X(U). The assertion follows since U is arbitrarily large. 
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